
    ANNUAL  REPORT 2023– 24  

Respected  president of the meeting Sri P. Raveendran  , Chief  guest of 
Silver Jubilee Celebrations  Hon’ble  Governor  Adv. P S Sreedharan Pillai , Other 
guests on and off the dais   , dear parents , colleagues and my dear children ....  

Silver jubilee year is a remarkable milestone for any institution.  

“Coming together is a beginning, Keeping together is progress, Working together 
is success”. 

The journey of the school started with the intention of imparting quality and 
value based education at an affordable cost, and to stand committed to 
transparency, excellence & integrity in all its endeavors to reach its goal.  

Leadership is the essential resource for creating and sustaining an organization. 
Sreyas Public   School had the privilege of having dynamic leaders committed 
towards achieving academic excellence. Prof: Dr V N Rajasekharan Pillai as the 
Chairman , Sri P Raveendran as Vice Chairman and Sri K A  Shanmughom  as  
Secretary ….  

The journey begins with Prof; K K Rajappanchari Sir  as the first Principal and 
with 55 students on the first day . 

The commitment, discipline and the systematic approach of Mr  V R  SOMAN , as 

Principal from the year 2001  onwards succeeded in obtaining the major tasks of 

affiliation of the school to CBSE Board and the first batch of 9 students appeared 

for class X Board exam in the  year 2003. They procured cent percent pass result 

for the school and this trend is achieved till date. 

The reigns of managing the school were passed on to Sri. D Visambharan Nair as  
Principal and later to Mrs. A R Girija Devi  for a short period and then to Dr. B 
Santhosh  for a period of 5 years.  

Alumni Association was constituted by the alumni of the school  in 2012. The 
members of the alumni are placed throughout the world occupying high position 
in various fields of science, technology, business, commerce & so on. 

All  important days  like Grand Parents day, Independence Day, Republic Day, 
National Education Day, UN day etc were  celebrated  in the school  during these 
years and  regular field trips & educational trips were arranged. As we approach  
to the end of this academic year  and our 25 years of service  towards providing 
quality education  since 1999 , we take the  modesty to say that  we did our best  
to do as we had planned  and we are proud of our students and teachers who 
strive hard to  achieve  beyond expectation .  



Under the banner  of  CHARITY we have two programmes in our school -  

Sreyas Care for Life.  The children are encouraged to donate to Sreyas Care for 

Life in all the important occasions of their life and that money in turn is used for 

the treatment of poor cancer patients.  

1. PIDIYARI-  Our school also has a unique programme called ‘PIDIYARI’ and 

we collected around   900  kg rice during this academic year and since 

2023  December we collected 25194  Kg  which is distributed among 

needy individuals and organizations.  

To commemorate silver jubilee, many inter school competitions were conducted 
this  year. 25 items were conducted and the details are on the screen… 

 

In the academic session 2022-23 – a batch of  36  students appeared for the 

Board exam in class XII   and 29 in class X.  6 students  got A1 in all  subjects in 

class XII   and  4 got A1 in all subjects in class X.  

CONCLUSION 

The good work of a school  is the result of hard work  of students , parents , 
teachers and timely support from  several quarters  on behalf of school.  

I hereby express my sincere thanks and heartfelt  gratitude to all trustee 
members for the continued assistance and guidance  at all times. I take this 
opportunity  to thank  today’s chief guests Hon’ble  Governor  Adv. P S 
Sreedharan Pillai ,   Dr N JAYARAJ MLA and other guests for their  
generous  presence in the programme. Special thanks  are due to all the 
parents as well.  Their constructive criticism  and valuable feedback has 
always  been helpful  in so many different ways. Last but not the least , the 
staff and students of the school  deserve a special mention for their 
consistent  diligence , sincerity  and devotion  with which they continue to 
persevere zealously in achieving excellence  in all aspect of learning at 
school.  

On behalf of  teachers and  other staff , I now  take this opportunity  to commit  
ourselves  to do our  best at all times to honorably  serve the institution  and 
every  stake holder.  

Let me conclude this report  by the words of our former  President  Dr. A P J   
Abdul Kalam – “ Learning  gives you  creativity , Creativity leads to  thinking, 
Thinking  provides knowledge , knowledge makes  you great”.   

Thank you ..  


